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The implosion efficiency in inertial confinement fusion depends on the degree of stagnated fuel
compression, density uniformity, sphericity, and minimum residual kinetic energy achieved. Compton
scattering-mediated 50–200 keV x-ray radiographs of indirect-drive cryogenic implosions at the National
Ignition Facility capture the dynamic evolution of the fuel as it goes through peak compression, revealing
low-mode 3D nonuniformities and thicker fuel with lower peak density than simulated. By differencing two
radiographs taken at different times during the same implosion, we also measure the residual kinetic energy
not transferred to the hot spot and quantify its impact on the implosion performance.
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In inertial confinement fusion, a cryogenic layer of DT
fuel is imploded around a gaseous lower density hot spot,
with the goal of transferring enough of its kinetic energy to
hot-spot internal energy to achieve ignition[1]. The implo-
sion efficiency depends on the degree of stagnated fuel
compression, density uniformity, and sphericity achieved
[2,3]. Asymmetries are a limiting factor in the minimum
achievable volume, since they lead to asynchrony of
compression, and additional degrees of freedom through
which the kinetic energy, that would otherwise be used in
hot-spot heating, can dissipate. At the National Ignition
Facility (NIF) [4], the x rays, generated by illuminating the
inside of a gold hohlraum[5,6] with 192 laser beams, drive
the implosion by the pressure produced from the soft x-ray
ablation of a spherical, thin, low-Z capsule, i.e., the ablator,
encasing the DT fuel.
Imaging of downscattered neutrons[7] can be used to infer

the cold fuel density profile, however, the technique is
complicated by sampling only ≈1 steradian due to energy-
dependent scattering kinematics. Besides requiring decon-
volution by the primary neutron source size, typically 50 μm
in width, it is sensitive to micron-level uncertainties in
relative registration of primary and downscattered images
and by definition is burn averaged [8]. Indeed, while x-ray
self-emission and neutron imaging [9] have shown the hot-
spot symmetry can be controlled to a few percent out of

round, arrays of neutron energy sensitive activation detectors
[10] and neutron down-scattered images [8,11,12] indicate
that the fuel still suffers from strong asymmetries. Also,
experiments performed at the NIF have reported average
values of the fuel areal density, which is directly related to
the degree of compression, often lower than simulated [13].
Understanding whether the reasons for low compression are
1D in nature (e.g., EOS or shock timing issues) or 3D
(hydroinstability growth) is paramount.
Direct, time-resolved, radiography of the ablator and fuel

surrounding the hot spot going through maximum compres-
sion is fundamental to understanding the degradation mech-
anisms and how they affect the implosion efficiency. Such a
task is challenging as the fuel, a mix of hydrogen isotopes,
has a photoabsorption cross section more than 3 orders of
magnitude lower than the surrounding carbon-based ablator,
and therefore is effectively transparent to traditional tech-
niques. Rather, radiographs equally sensitive to the stagnated
fuel and ablator can be obtained using high energy
(>50 keV) Compton scattering off its bound and free
electrons [14]. In this region, the total “opacity” is dominated
by the Compton component: κKN ¼ σKNNAZ=A (σKN being
the Klein-Nishina cross section [15], Z the total number of
free and bound electrons, A the atomic mass, and NA
Avogadro’s number). The opacity is insensitive to photon
energy, allowing broadband sources and detection, and
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almost independent of temperature and density as correc-
tions due to Pauli blocking and the free-free absorption
contribution can be shown to be minimal even for the
extreme conditions reachable by the stagnated fuel, densities
>1000 g=cm3, and partial Fermi degeneracy (temperature T
20%–40% of the Fermi temperature) [16]. This allows
accurate inferences of density, in contrast to photoabsorption
radiography for which large differences between cold and
warm (T > 50 eV) opacity, due to removal of K shell
electrons, are to be expected and prevent disentangling
opacity from density. The high-energy x rays also mini-
mize refractive blurring due to steep density gradients
(>1025 electrons=cm3=μm) and allow for effective high-
pass filtering of backgrounds below 40 keV, such as from the
kTe ≈ 5 keV hohlraum laser-plasmas and hot-spot emission.
A proof of principle of radiography by Compton scattering
off room temperature gas-filled direct-drive CH implosions
was demonstrated previously at the combined Omega and
Omega EP facility [14]. Compton scattering-mediated radi-
ography can greatly benefit other fields of high-energy
density physics. Opacity or equation-of-state measurements
using radiography [17] could improve in accuracy from
disentangling density and areal density from temperature
dependencies in the opacity.
In this Letter, we report the first Compton radiographs of

stagnated fuel and ablator electron density and hence
material density profiles in near ignition scale indirect-
drive cryogenically layered implosions. The radiographs
provide a wealth of new information on low-mode [18] 3D
nonuniformities, lower than simulated peak densities and
thicker than expected remaining shell material, attributed to
low-mode drive asymmetries and higher-mode hydroinst-
abilities. By recording multiple images on the same shot
around bang time (BT), the evolution of the average fuel
radius, asymmetries, and nonuniformities are used to infer
the undesirable residual kinetic energy fraction of the
system at BT and hence the expected loss of fusion yield.
The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 1. The implosions

conducted at the NIF used a three-shock 6-ns-long laser
pulse to drive a 5.75-mm-diameter hohlraum containing
a suspended capsule of inside radius 845 μm with a
64-μm-thick high-density carbon ablator. The ablator

contains a 18-μm-thick, 0.25% W-doped layer, starting
at 5 μm from the inner radius and encloses a 53-μm-thick
cryogenic hydrogen isotope fuel layer [19]. To minimize
the backgrounds from DT neutrons, the cryogenic layer
used a surrogate tritium-hydrogen mix in a ratio of 3∶1,
with a nominal deuterium fraction of 0.2%, maintaining
hydroequivalence to usual 50=50 DT layers [20]. The NIF
drive pulse delivered a total energy of 1.0 MJ at 3ω
(0.35 μm) with a peak power of 400 TW.
The >50 keV point projection backlighters [21] are

generated by illuminating two Au wires with four
900 J=30 ps 1ω (1.05 μm) pulses from the Advanced
Radiographic Capability (ARC) laser at the NIF facility
[22–24], two on each wire. The wires are surrounded by
V-shaped plastic structures that reduce signal sensitivity to
ARC beam transverse misalignment and enhance the laser-
wire coupling by refraction at the plasma mirror surface
generated by the ARC prepulse.
The ARC laser beams originate from the chirped-pulse

amplification and recompression of an upper 45° NIF quad.
Top-down symmetry is recovered by not using the corre-
sponding lower 45° NIF quad. To avoid a 2.5% level
mode-1 hohlraum drive azimuthal asymmetry from the
missing drive beams, the 15 remaining outer quads per
side are rearranged to fill the gap, reducing its mode 1
asymmetry by a calculated >100× at all times per
view-factor calculations, well below the 0.3% ignition
requirement [25].
The backlighters are positioned 7.3 and 8.3 mm from the

target and angularly spaced by ∼5° to separate by parallax
the two radiographs on the passive detector, an medium
sensitivity image plate [26], placed at ∼600 mm from the
hohlraum for an average image magnification of ∼75×.
The image plate is filtered with 500 μm Cu and 500 μm Al
to remove core self-emission and softer backlighter x rays
(<40 keV). A Cu stepped filter was used to infer the
backlighter x-ray bremsstrahlung slope temperature [21].
A series of preliminary radiographs of static W spheres
were used to reconstruct the backlighter point spread
function, using the method described in Ref. [21], thus
enabling better effective resolution by deconvolution of the
raw radiographs. The measured backlighter temporal and
spatial resolution closely match the laser pulse duration and
wire diameter.
Using 25-μm-diameter Au backlighter wires we recorded

two radiographs at BT − 10 ps and BTþ 160 ps, shown in
Fig. 2 after deconvolving the backlighter source. On a

FIG. 1. The experimental setup.
FIG. 2. Compton radiographs of cryogenic THD layered
implosion, at BT − 50 ps, BT − 10 ps, and BTþ 160 ps.
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second shot, a 10-μm Au wire was used, generating the
third BT − 50 ps radiograph in Fig. 2. The timing uncer-
tainty is 40 ps relative to the bang time of 7.60 ns, measured
by an x-ray streak camera [27]. The unattenuated signal-to-
noise (SNR) ratio per resolution element is between 160
and 200. The density, shown in Fig. 3(b), is reconstructed
by a forward unfolding procedure, in the 3D cylindrical
coordinates of the hohlraum, assuming front-rear sym-
metry, but allowing left-right asymmetry. The backlighter
source point spread function is included in the forward fit
algorithm, to avoid possible artifacts that deconvolution of
raw radiographs might introduce.
Figure 3(b) shows that the inner profile of the recon-

structed fuel near BT is conformal with the burn-weighted
primary neutron image (13–17 MeV) of the hot spot in
Fig. 3(a) [11]. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) compare the density
unfolded from Compton radiographs to the density
unfolded from full-integrated 2D simulations at the corre-
sponding times and including source size and 30-ps
temporal blur, performed using the HYDRA radiation hydro-
dynamics code [28]. The data and simulations agree on the
presence of greater shell density at the equator than at 45°
diagonals. In addition, the data exhibit a thin spot near the
north pole, attributable to a residual mode 1 drive imbal-
ance [25]. The direction and magnitude of this mode 1 areal
density asymmetry at BT [Fig. 3(b), center], −ð10� 1Þ%

(i.e., bottom-heavy shell) is consistent with the
−ð12� 2Þ% mode 1 inferred using an array of neutron
time-of-flight detectors from the neutron downscattered
fraction vs angle upon exiting the fuel [29,30].
Figure 3(d) shows the reconstructed momentum field,

obtained by differencing between the BT − 10 ps and
BTþ 160 ps images recorded on the same implosion.
The reconstruction is possible because the relative position
of the two radiographs is known to better than 2 μm using
penumbra images of the two backlighter sources cast by a
3 × 3 array of apertures in-line with the radiography line of
sight. The momentum field assumes no overtaking (mix-
ing) of elements nor azimuthal motion, likely small as no
strong azimuthal mode 1 visible.
The density profiles on Fig. 3 show the evolution of the

density asymmetry through peak compression, with the
density progressively accumulating on the bottom hemi-
sphere. The equatorial lineouts in Fig. 4 show, in contrast to
the 2D simulations, a reconstructed density with lower
peak, less steep inner profile, and thicker shell near BT,
evidence of less fuel compression than expected, as also
shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d). This discrepancy persists
when comparing to 1D simulations or 2D simulations that
include a P1 asymmetry of similar magnitude as observed.
Hence, we posit that the less steep inner profiles, as
compared to simulations, are due to hydroinstability growth
of 3D bubbles and spikes at the fuel-hot-spot interface [31].
The higher-mode density nonuniformities apparent in the
reconstruction of the limb in Fig. 3(b) are a further indicator
of such perturbations. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show that while
the average radius and equatorial areal density near BT
could match the data by invoking 40 ps level cross timing
error, no timing offset could make the 2D simulations in
Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) match the observed lower peak density,
thicker shell. We note that simulations including a P1 show
the same qualitative behavior as the top-down symmetric
2D simulations, therefore still in disagreement with the
data. We also note that the 45° lineout (dashed line in
Fig. 4) for the early radiograph, still relatively unaffected by
the onset of mode-1 asymmetry, is very similar to the
equatorial lineout, as are the corresponding metrics (open
circles in Fig. 5). Therefore, the departure from 1D
behavior cannot be explained simply by the onset of
asymmetries.

FIG. 3. (a) Left: Primary neutron image at BT; right: coordinate
system; (b) evolution of shell density reconstructed from Comp-
ton radiographs; and (c) from 2D simulations, including source
size and temporal blur; (d) interpolated density and momentum
field between BT − 10 ps and BTþ 160 ps.

FIG. 4. Solid lines: equatorial lineouts of density from data
(blue, with error bars) and from simulations (red). Dashed line:
45° lineout of density from data 50 ps prior bang time.
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The accuracy in inferring density can be estimated from
error propagation applied to the equation for areal density
ρΔR: ρΔR ¼ lnð1=TÞ=κKN, where T is the transmission,
ΔR is the thickness of the density distribution, and κKN ¼
0.3 Z=A cm2=g is the average effective opacity due to fuel
Compton scattering of the 50–200 keV photons that make
up most of the signal. Table I lists the sources of
uncertainties and their estimated values that added
in quadrature yield a local peak density accuracy of
13%–15%. The inferred total mass for the central frame
¼160� 14 μg, larger than the 110 μg of initial TH mass,
consistent with some ablator remaining in field of view.
Since the absolute error in the hot-spot and fuel areal
density which share the same line of sight are correlated
and comparable, the uncertainty in the much lower hot-spot
density is proportionally larger, effectively 100%, as
reflected in Fig. 4.
Having two radiographs on the same shot provides

previously unattainable insight into the dynamics of the
fuel trajectory and in particular its kinetic energy. The near
shape sphericity suggests the kinetic energy (Kres) can then
be separated into an easily calculable radial component
1=2MðΔrc=ΔtÞ2 of center-of-mass radius rc and rotational

component 1
2

R
mω2r2cdθ, where we have further assumed

no azimuthal areal density variations (cylindrical
symmetry). The angular velocity ωðθÞ and annular
mass mðθ; tÞdθ ¼ 2πrcðtÞ2 sinθdθ

R
ρðr; θ; tÞdr are linked

through the spherical surface continuity equation
dmðθÞ=dt ¼ −d½mðθÞωðθÞ�=dθ. We can expand mðθ; tÞ
in Legendre modes Pnðθ; tÞ and solve mode by mode,
yielding, to zeroth order, a rotational kinetic energy
Krot ¼ 1

2
hMr2ciΣ½ΔðPn=P0Þ=Δt�2=½nðnþ 1Þð2nþ 1Þ� that

excludes the unlikely scenario of a spinning fuel. This
equation has been verified by synthetic simulations. In
practice, the reconstruction provides left and right contri-
butions that are calculated separately and summed. This
gives 3% more Krot than if just used left-right averaged
Legendre modes, justifying the assumption that the con-
tribution of low-mode azimuthal variations is small.
Plugging in experimental values for the shell radial
compression Δrc ¼ −11� 0.3 μm, average moment of
inertia of the two frames hMr2ci ¼ 0.39� .04 g μm2,
modal mass changes ΔðPn=P0Þ, (−0.33� 0.02 for dom-
inant P1), and temporal separation Δt ¼ 170� 15 ps
whose error dominates, we find that the total BT kinetic
energy Kres ¼ 450� 90 J, of which ð27� 2Þ% is

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIG. 5. Average equatorial metrics vs time, corresponding to lineouts from Fig. 4 of density unfolded from data radiographs (solid blue
dots) compared to simulations directly (1D, black lines) and unfolded from simulated radiographs (2D, red lines). (a) Radius at peak
density; (b) areal density; (c) density FWHM; (d) peak density. In all figures: open circles represent metrics from 45° lineout from Fig. 4,
at BT − 50 ps.

TABLE I. Sources of relative uncertainty for the density. (a) Uncertainty in transmission T, where
δT=T ¼ ffiffiffi

2
p

=SNR, SNR being the signal-to-noise ratio; α is a multiplier from propagating uncertainties during
data unfold, between 1 to 1.4, increasing as SNR decreases. (b) Klein-Nishina systematic cross section uncertainty
due to the slope temperature uncertainty of the backlighter spectrum. (c) Systematic shell thickness uncertainty
dominated by uncertainty in the backlighter source size. (d) Systematic uncertainty due to the average background-
to-signal ratio δBSR uncertainty at limb minimum. (e) Uncertainty in the unattenuated flux level I0 given the finite
field-of-view ≈2x the fuel radius. (f) and (g) uncertainty in mixed opacity from uncertainty in the amount of ablator
(of Compton opacity ðZ=AÞC ¼ 1.25ðZ=AÞTH) and W dopant (of opacity κW) mix into the fuel, estimated from
simulations at 0–30 μg of C and 0–0.1 μg of W in the 110 μg of 75∶25 TH fuel.

(a) Transmission ½α=LnðTÞ�δT=T 2%–7%
(b) Klein-Nishina cross section δσKN=σKN 2%
(c) Shell thickness δΔR=ΔR 6%–7%
(d) Background-to-signal ½ð1 − TÞδBSR=LnðTÞ� 11%–13%
(e) Unattenuated flux ≈ð1= ffiffiffi

5
p Þ½1=LnðTÞ�ðδI0=I0Þ 3%–8%

(f) C ablator mix 0.25δρC=ρTH 3%
(g) W dopant mix ½ðκW − κKNÞδρW=κKNρTH� 2%
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rotational P1 and ð1� 1Þ% is rotational P2 and P3.
Additional contributions from shell mode 1 translational
and P2 and P3 radial kinetic energy are ≈1.5% each,
validating the sphere shape approximation. Moreover, the
measured low level of shell P1 translational velocity
(−2� 12 μm=ns), modest BT 11% P1 areal density non-
uniformity yet significant measured 60� 15 μm=ns P1 hot
spot velocity extracted from time-of-flight neutron spec-
troscopy [32] are all self-consistent with current and
published simulation predictions [33] for the case of a
plausible 0.5% P1 peak flux asymmetry. There is one
further source of residual kinetic energy, the peristaltic or
energy of shell profile stretching or compression, where the
ratio peristaltic-to-radial Krad is given approximately by
ðΔΔR=ΔrcÞ2=12. Since Figs. 5(a) and 5(c) show Δrc and
ΔR are both about 11 μm between the two frames at the
equator which contains most but not all the mass, we indeed
calculate this ratio to be less than 1=12, so < 25 J of
stretching energy.
It is now instructive to compare the residual BT kinetic

energy (Kres) to the kinetic energy 1=2Mv2i at peak fuel
velocity, vi ¼ 350� 15 μm=ns, derived from conventional
1D radiography [34]. Any unconverted kinetic energy
represents a loss to the internal energy of the hot spot
and hence yield. The ratio is 1.3� 0.3% for the P1

component that compares well to a simulated 1.4%
assuming as above a 0.5% P1 asymmetry. However, the
remainder of the inferred Kres of 3.7� 1%, due to the
decreasing average radius, is both qualitatively and quan-
titatively in contrast to simulations that predict an increase
in radius after bang time, with minimum Kres fraction of
0.03%, in the case of 1D simulation, rising to 1.5%, in the
case of 2D simulation, principally due to asynchrony in
pole vs equator trajectory. This total 5� 1% level of Kres
should degrade yield to 0.75� 0.05 of clean-simulated
yield (YoC), according to models [35,36] backed by
simulations giving YoC ¼ ð1-KresÞ5.5. We note that four
companion DT implosion experiments performed using the
same three-shock high-density carbon platform have
resulted in an average YoC ∼ 0.65� 0.10. Our measure-
ment therefore shows that the residual kinetic energy is a
significant contributor to yield degradation.
In summary, we have used 30-ps and 10-μm resolution

Compton radiography to provide direct imaging of the
stagnating inertial confinement fusion fuel and remaining
ablator and reconstruction of the fuel density evolution. We
have measured the degree of fuel compression and non-
uniformities, as well as the undesirable residual kinetic
energy at peak compression, the main parameters
impacting implosion efficiency and confinement. Our first
data show thicker fuel, with lower peak density than
predicted by simulations, suggesting a higher stagnated
adiabat and unresolved higher-mode instability growth.
The presence of mode 1 fuel nonuniformity inferred from
burn integrated neutron scattering has been confirmed.

The differencing of two sequential Compton radiographs
allows the inference of the momentum field and shows that
the amount of residual kinetic energy corresponding to both
radial and low modes rotational energy of the fuel can
explain much of the observed reduction in yield compared
to 1D simulations.
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